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1. Certificate of Commendation: Lieutenant Chris M. McAuliffe #1383, Sergeant Jamie S. 

Crouch #1740, Officer Timothy R. Baird #2317, Officer Trygve W. Palmer #1543, 

Officer Brook A. Rosenboom #2464 

Certificate of Appreciation: Matthew H. Stineman, Cole McAuliffe 

On Monday, 6/19/17, the listed individuals assisted Big Brother’s Big Sister’s with a 

shooting clinic at the Ark Valley Gun Club.  This is an ongoing project that allows adults to 

mentor youth and instill safe gun handling practices, provides an introduction to hunting and 

is a positive interaction between youth and officers. 

   

2. Certificate of Commendation: Officer John H. Maier #2443 

Officer Maier was dispatched to recover stolen property and was given a large bag full of 

paperwork, which he realized probably contained 150 documents belonging to 50 different 

victims.  Officer Maier itemized the documents and personally returned property belonging 

to six victims, including valuable documents. Additionally, he was able to provide 

investigators with suspect information to follow up on. 

 

3. Distinguished Service Award: Officer Robert G. Bachman #1069, Officer Patrick R. 

Mulloy #2440, Officer Chad W. Spain #1942 
Officers Bachman and Spain were dispatched to check the welfare of an elderly person.  

When they arrived they discovered a 90 year old individual who was living in his car. The 

officers working with Community Policing Officer to help the individual, who was a veteran.  

He was placed in a veteran transitional housing program, his car was repaired and medical 

care was established for him.   

 

4. Distinguished Service Award: Officer Michelle L. Atkins #2377, Officer Aaron Howard 

#2124, Officer Sandy R. Mackey #1776 
Certificate of Commendation: Detective Mitchel L. Gordon #1457, Officer Joey D. Husen 

#2374, Officer Nicholas D. Long #2185 

As part of a continuing effort to address crime trends efforts were focused on an area of 

repeated larceny to auto incidents.  With the use of video and GPS data a suspect was 

developed and ultimately charged with multiple counts of burglary to automobiles and 

unlawful use of financial card. 

 

 

 


